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What is the University of Fashion?
The University of Fashion is the first and largest library of step-by-step, fashion design video 
lessons in the world.

We have hundreds of video lessons that teach all the major fashion disciplines:

Draping
Fashion Art
Pattern Making
Sewing
CAD Fashion Art
Product Development
Knits

CAD Pattern Making
Fashion Lectures
Fashion Business
Menswear
Accessories
Childrenswear
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Taught by professionals
Our lessons are taught only by fashion college professors and professionals 
working in the fashion industry, never by amateurs.

A seriously good value
The University of Fashion works by subscription. For only US$189 a year (or $19.95 
per month), you get to access every lesson and resource we have.

TO PUT THIS INTO PERSPECTIVE:
The tuition for just a single class at a decent fashion school costs more than a year’s 
worth of classes from us.

Yet, unlike regular schools, you do not need to watch our lessons at a particular 
time of day or night. You do not need to travel to a distant classroom to take our 
classes. You can learn when you want to learn, as fast or as slow as you want.

High quality videos
Most of our lessons feature step-by-step demonstrations. You will see everything 
the instructor is doing under lots of light, in high defi nition. In fact, our lessons take 
70% less time to watch than schoolroom demonstrations because we remove all 
unrelated instructor side comments, do-overs and other mistakes.
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Discover our many lessons!
Go to https://www.UniversityofFashion.com and click 
on the “Lessons” tab at the top of any page. Try this now! 
Just click on Sewing as a start.

You will soon be looking at our Sewing Discipline page. 
This page fully describe what sewing is all about and 
describes lists all the sewing lessons we have. Below, you 
will see excerpts from our “Sewing” Discipline page:

Each Discipline page 
shows you…

Click on any lesson’s 
picture to learn more 
about that lesson

A brief explanation of what 
the discipline is about

A recommended lesson order

A long list of lessons, by 
diffi  culty level

• Beginner
• Intermediate
• Advanced

Scroll down to see all the 
lessons off ered.
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Start learning!
Once you click on a sewing (or any other) lesson, 
you can either watch it or learn more about it. Try 
this yourself! Click on the “Swimsuit Construction 
Tips” lesson in our Intermediate “Sewing” section. 
You will see the below “Video Playback” page, along 
with a ton of information about this one lesson.

A Video Playback page 
lets you…

The privileges 
of subscribing

Watch a lesson
Just click the video screen at the 
top of the page!

Read a summary of the lesson

Read the lesson’s:
Table of Contents, &
Written transcript

Learn about the Instructor

See the tools & supplies used 
in the lesson

Click on any tool to learn about 
it or buy it.

Subscribers…
Can watch all of our video lessons 
as many times as they want.

Free Members…
Can watch 3 free, pre-selected, 
full-length lessons and see preview 
videos of all our other lessons.
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Our instructors
All our instructors have taught at prestigious fashion 
schools and/or worked for well-known fashion 
companies.

To learn more about them, click our “About” menu, then 
“Instructors”

Click on any instructor’s portrait to discover 
his or her academic or industry experience.
Our Instructors and lecturers come from a broad variety 
of backgrounds. They are fashion company presidents, 
retail buyers, professional sample makers, pattern 
makers, fashion school professors, well-known designers, 
illustrators, crochet experts, fashion marketers, lawyers, 
leather suppliers, fashion museum curators and even the 
fi rst winner of TV’s Fashion Star!

Clearly visible and understandable demonstrations
Most of our lessons are taught from the designer’s perspective, i.e., looking down at the work the instructor is 
teaching, just like you would if you were creating something yourself. This is a much better way to learn than 
watching a typical classroom demonstration, where you can only see what the teacher is doing from a backwards or 
“fl ipped” perspective.

Our lessons are produced in a large, well-lit studio by professional videographers and sound technicians. You will be 
able to see all the steps in our instructors’ demonstrations clearly, from just inches away.

We often use separately recorded voiceover tracks to make sure you can always hear what our instructors are saying 
as they as they demonstrate the steps in their lessons. We edit out any long, boring pauses, mistakes and do-overs.
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Get your questions answered
We make it easy to ask our team of professional fashion designers questions, anytime. And we 
respond to most questions within 24 hours, even on weekends.

Many useful “extras”
Many of our lessons include helpful graphics and downloadable files to help you understand key concepts, make 
tricky calculations or customize a project for different sized models.

After shooting each lesson, we hire professional editors to “fly in” separately created graphic images to give you a 
deeper understanding of what the instructor has just demonstrated.

When you subscribe, you will get a full, written transcript for all our step-by-step lessons. You will be able to read every 
single word the instructor is saying.

In addition, as a paid subscriber, you will get a special Table of Contents with most lessons. These come with clickable, 
“live links” enabling you to easily jump back and forth, from one step to another in a video, as many times as you want.
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Free Resources
We provide free resources and information that will 
increase your fashion knowledge and enhance your 
career.

See for yourself! Go to our website and hover your 
mouse over our “Resources” menu at the top of any 
page. Then click on any of the special services we 
off er on the resulting drop-down menu.

Here are just some of the many special services 
we off er:

Croquis
Both our paid subscribers and Free Members get to 
download our many, custom croquis for free. Our 
croquis can help you improve your drawing skills and 
fl esh out new design ideas on a variety of diff erent 
body types.

Terminology
Not sure what a “Bar Tack” is, or what “FOB” means? Our 
Terminology page helps you look up all the special 
jargon and terms that are commonly used in fashion 
design.

Fashion Design Tools
From “Tracing Wheels” to “Hip Curves”, we have a huge 
section on fashion design tools and supplies. We not 
only show you what each tool looks like, we often give 
you an easy way to buy it directly from our website.
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Marketplace
We maintain a carefully curated list of the best fashion 
companies and suppliers in the fashion industry. These 
worldwide companies can supply you with the counsel 
and tools you will need to become more professionally 
successful, e.g., manufacturing services, fabric sources, 
sewing machine companies, dress form companies, 
woven garment label suppliers, and much more!

Fashion books, Magazines and Blogs
We have a huge list of all the best fashion books on the 
market, along with a way to instantly buy most of them. 
We also tell you where to find the most interesting 
fashion magazines, websites and blogs.

Fashion Museums
We provide a thorough, constantly updated, review of 
the most interesting fashion museums in the world.
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Here is how you learn from us:

Pick an appropriate lesson 
for your skill level. We defi ne 
all our lessons as either 
Beginner, Intermediate or 
Advanced. We tell beginners 
which lessons to start with.

Buy the tools, fabrics and 
supplies you need for the 
lesson you want to learn. We 
always provide a list of these 
with every lesson, then

Follow along with the 
instructor and do, yourself, 
exactly what the instructor 
is doing in the lesson, using 
your own fabric and tools.

Before you know it, you will have scores of beautiful, physical samples of garments and projects you created 
yourself. You can show these to potential employers, admissions offi  cers, your family and friends, your current 
supervisors or even your couture design business’ clients. The more lessons you complete, the more proof you will 
have of your skills.

Tests
We do not make our subscribers take exams or tests. We assume that our subscribers want to learn. Instead, we focus 
all our energy on creating the best possible fashion lessons at the lowest possible cost.

Certifi cates
You can earn certifi cates from the University of Fashion!

Qualifi ed subscribers earn a Certifi cate of Completion every time they complete a lesson. They can print, download or 
email their certifi cates to prospective employers, school admissions offi  cers, clients, etc.

To qualify for earning certifi cates, you just need to purchase an individual subscription from our website or register 
under a Group Individual Authorization (GIA) license purchased by a school, library, company or other organization.

While we do not award formal degrees, our best students include “The University of Fashion” on their resumes along 
with a summary of their earned certifi cates and photographs of fi nished University of Fashion projects.

Let us get real for a moment
There are a lot of people out there with fancy degrees. Many of them 
are, well, incompetent. Employers do not hire people because they have 
degrees. They hire people because they are competent. Nothing is more 
impressive to a prospective employer than a skillfully draped muslin, a 
perfectly proportioned drawing, a technically accurate pattern, a skillfully 
sewn-in zipper. You create proof like this every time you complete one of 
our lessons. That is what gets you hired.

1 2 3
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How subscribe?
It is easy. Go to our website at universityoffashion.com. 
Click on “Sign-up” on the top, right of the screen.

On the next page, click on the type of subscription 
you would like, either a “Monthly” or a “Yearly”.

You will be up and learning in minutes!

Large Group Subscriptions
Hundreds of schools, libraries, fashion companies, 
sewing clubs and other large groups subscribe to the 
University of Fashion. They do so to give their students, 
patrons, members or employees unlimited access to 
our library of lessons. You should subscribe for your 
organization.

Just click “Subscriptions” on our home page, then  
“For Schools, Libraries & Other Groups” to get a prompt, 
no-obligation quote.
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Are you a fashion school student?
We are a big supporter of fashion schools. Many of our 
subscribers use our Fashion School listings, lessons and other 
resources to help them find, apply to and get into the fashion 
school of their dreams.

Under our Resources menu, we provide an extensive list of the 
world’s best fashion schools, along with links to their websites.

Have you ever missed a key classroom demonstration?
It is nearly impossible to figure out what happened in class that day from another student’s notes.

But students with a University of Fashion subscription can watch the demonstration they missed on our website. 
Better yet, they can play and then re-play that demonstration until they thoroughly understand it. Try asking a teacher 
to repeat her classroom demonstration for you in class!

Thousands of fashion school students use our lessons to supplement their formal fashion education and to help them 
ace their homework and special projects. Here is what one fashion school student wrote to us:

Maybe your school already subscribes  
to the University of Fashion!
If you currently attend a fashion school, check to see 
if your school already subscribes to the University of 
Fashion. If yes, then lucky you! You will get to see all our 
lessons for free! If not, ask your department head and 
school librarian to get a subscription for your school.

“I was lagging behind in class and didn’t remember all the lessons my profes-
sor taught, so I went to the demos on University of Fashion for help. Thanks 

to the great demos I received a really good grade on the project!”
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Why you should subscribe 
to the University of Fashion

• Improve your existing design skills 

• Learn a new fashion discipline, e.g., CAD Pattern 
Making, Menswear, etc. 

• Get a job as a professional fashion designer 

• Get better grades at your fashion school 

• Start a new fashion business 

• Create your own clothes for yourself or others 

• Create a portfolio to get accepted by a good  
fashion school 

• Think up interesting project ideas for your fashion  
or sewing club 

• Cannot afford to attend a regular fashion school 

• Want to switch careers, but only have time to learn 
new skills at home after work 

• There are not any good fashion schools near you
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Social media
You can access our blog directly from our website!

We are active on many social media channels. Many 
subscribers use our Pinterest page for inspiration and 
‘mood boards’.

Still Want to Know More?
No problem! Just click the “Contact” tab at www.
universityoff ashion.com and ask us your questions.v

https://www.facebook.com/universityoff ashion

https://www.instagram.com/uoff ashion/

https://twitter.com/uoff ashion

https://www.youtube.com/UniversityofFashion

https://www.pinterest.com/univoff ashion

Summary of Benefi ts
• Get unlimited, 24/7 access to hundreds of fashion 

design lessons, all taught by professional fashion 
designers

• Learn at any time of day or night, on computers, 
tablets and even smart phones

• Get written lesson transcripts to better understand 
what your teachers are saying

• Get answers to your questions from a team of 
professional fashion designers

• Learn the tools & supplies needed for each lesson, 
plus an easy way to buy them

• Create visible proof of your skills for employers and 
fashion colleges

• Enjoy our many resources, e.g., free croquis, fashion 
dictionary, books and more!

• Learn how to get a job, get into a good fashion 
school or start your own business!


